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Los Angeles, CA

About Me
I’m an energetic and creative storyboard artist, interested in working in the animation and the game 
industry. I am able to create storyboards and concept designs of the characters and backgrounds for 
Tv shows and movies. My experiences of working in a team to make short animations will let me 
communicate and understand other people’s ideas to create fun and entertaining stories in visual. 
 

Course Projects
Cycle (Graduate Film)

-Created a storyboard and reel that helps the teammates to understand the storyline and emotion
of the film by using different angles of the camera to show the emotional change and mood of the story.

8th Term/ ArtCenter College of Design/ Pasadena, CA

Infatuation Constellation (Shorts Project)

-Helped on storyboard and mood boards for the team to understand how the film will go in visual
and created a picture-video-like reel using a very graphic style of drawings so the viewers can easily 
recognize the colorful characters on the space background.

4th&5th Term/ ArtCenter College of Design/ Pasadena, CA

Cookie’s Adventure (Indepedent Study)
7th Term/ ArtCenter College of Design/ Independent Study with Paul Taylor/ Pasadena, CA
-Collaborated with a professor who works as a director in the industry to make a storyboard that
includes my skill of telling a story in visuals and combine the boards to make an animatic at the end.

Detective Medusa (Concept Design)
Fall 2020/ La Palma, CA
-Made a pitch bible that has the character designs and keyframes to demonstrate a story idea.

Personal Project

Skills

-Storyboarding, Character design, Sketching, Animation
(2D, 3D), Beat Board, Pitch Board, and editing.

Design
Software
-Storyboard Pro, Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe Premier Pro, Autodesk Maya,
Procreate

Education 
ArtCenter College of Design  Pasadena, CA
-Bachelor of Science in Entertainment Design 
(Anticipate 2020)

Volunteer
Los Angeles Full Gospel Church  Los Angeles, CA
-SP2019-SP2020: Camera Man & Composition director
-WT2019-SP2020: Saturday Korean School Art Teacher


